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Introduction
1.

This is the second part of the report resulting from the sixteenth meeting of the
Scientific Advisory Committee (SAC) on Montserrat Volcanic Activity that took
place at the Montserrat Volcano Observatory from 14 to 16 November 2011. Part I
of that report, the Summary Report1, gives the principal findings of the meeting in a
non-technical form2, and this, Part II, gives the technical data and analysis that led to
those findings. This format is modified from previous reports in an attempt to make
it more readable and understandable.

2.

This meeting also marked another change in the way the SAC operates. Following
consultation with the FCO, we will now meet once per year at MVO unless there is a
major change in the behaviour of the volcano that necessitates a new, prompt, risk
assessment. Thus it is one year since we last met. However, MVO will continue to
produce a “Report on Volcanic Activity” to the SAC every 6 months. We discussed
the last such report3 during a teleconference on 14 June 2011. The minutes of that
meeting are given as Appendix 2.

3.

In October 2011 NDPRAC requested that SAC prepare a risk assessment for workers
who would be involved in the shipment of sand and gravel excavated from the
Belham Valley via the jetty at Plymouth. This was carried out in conjunction with
MVO, mainly via email discussion and an interim report4 presented on 19 October
2011.

4.

For this meeting MVO produced another excellent report5, which synthesizes the
monitoring data and observations collected by MVO between April 2011 and
November 2011 and considers some of the new developments at MVO. A premeeting course on risk assessment given to MVO staff by Professor Aspinall fed
through some ideas on hazard scenarios to the meeting. During the meeting we revisited the risk assessment of the Plymouth jetty, discussing the issues of warnings,

1

Assessment of the hazards and risks associated with the Soufrière Hills Volcano, Montserrat. Sixteenth
Report of the Scientific Advisory Committee on Montserrat Volcanic Activity, Part I, Summary Report.
2
The information provided in both parts of this Report is advisory. It is offered, without prejudice, for the
purpose of informing the party commissioning the study of the risks that might arise in the near future from
volcanic activity in Montserrat, and has been prepared subject to constraints imposed on the performance of
the work. While Committee members believe that they have acted honestly and in good faith, they accept
no responsibility or liability, jointly or severally, for any decisions or actions taken by HMG or GoM or
others, directly or indirectly resulting from, arising out of, or influenced by the information provided in this
report, nor can they accept any liability to any third party in any way whatsoever. See also Appendix 10.
3
P.Cole, V.Bass, T. Christopher, C. Murrell, H. Odbert, P. Smith, R. Stewart, A.Stinton, R. Syers, P.
Williams. MVO scientific report for volcanic activity between 1 November 2010 and 30 April 2011,
MVO Open File Report OFR 11-01.
4
SAC/MVO. Interim risk assessment for aggregate shipment from Plymouth Jetty: October 2011.
5
P.Cole, V.Bass, T. Christopher, C. Murrell, H. Odbert, P.Smith, R. Stewart,A. Stinton, R. Syers, P.
Williams. MVO scientific report for volcanic activity between 1 May 2011 and 31 October 2011 prepared
for the sixteenth meeting of the Scientific Advisory Committee 14-16 November 2011, Open File Report
OFR 11-02.
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uncertainties and the probability of pyroclastic flows in greater depth than was
possible for the interim report. A final report on this topic was completed after the
meeting and presented to NDPRAC on 22 November 2011. A copy of this report is
include here as Appendix 3. We also reviewed our style of reporting (see 1.) to both
shorten and clarify the Main Report (now termed the Summary Report) and avoid
duplicating some of the information that was present in the MVO activity report5.
5. At the end of the meeting (see Appendix 5 for an agenda and Appendix 6 for a list of
participants) on 16 November we produced a Preliminary Statement (Appendix 7),
briefed the Governor on our work and in the evening we held a public meeting at
Salem primary school. The attendance was modest but there was a good set of
questions put to the SAC members.
Surface Activity
6.

The pause in lava extrusion that began after 11 February 2010 continues, and is now
22 months long. Over the last year surface activity has been at a very low level, with
no explosions or major collapses from the lava dome. There have been minor
collapses from the steeper parts of the dome, in particular from the 11 February 2010
collapse scar, above Gages valley and into the Tar River valley. None of the
pyroclastic flows created by these collapses have reached more than 2 km from the
dome. The frequency of these small collapses has decreased over the last year
(Appendix 3).

Fig.1 Number of daily seismic events (top), GPS-measured motion of MVO1 station radial
to the volcano (middle) and sulphur dioxide emission rate (bottom) for the period 1 May to
31 October 2011. Taken from the MVO report to SAC5.
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7.

The rate of emission of sulphur dioxide during this pause has been fairly constant
with an average of 376 tonnes/day, less than the eruption-long average (Fig.1). There
is some unpublished data (from Dr. B. Taisne, IPGP)that suggests that the presence
of a large dome, such as we have now, inhibits the emission of larger pulses of
sulphur dioxide. The location of the pathways for much of the escaping gas through
the dome is thought to be from long-lived fumaroles. The fumaroles are incandescent
at night in time-lapse photography and have shown remarkable stability over the last
year. Unlike in 2010 there has been no episode of ash venting from any of these
fumarole sites. From this we can infer a stable fracture permeability to the dome,
with no recent modification due to shallow magma intrusion.

8.

Over the past year the seismicity associated with rockfalls has diminished
considerably. Volcano-tectonic (VT) events occur occasionally and have remained
fairly constant in frequency, similar to that measured in the last pause from April
2007 to July 2008. “VT-strings” (a series of a few to a few tens of VT events within
a period of about one hour) have continued to be detected at a rate of about one per
month. A search by MVO for evidence of the “VT-strings” phenomenon, first noted
in 2007, in the earlier seismic records found none. This suggests they are a
consequence of the present conduit configuration and its associated stresses, which
may have changed in 2007.

9.

The frequency of mudflows has halved in 2011 relative to 2010, perhaps due to
reduced sediment availability and re-vegetation. A rain rate threshold of about 10
mm/hour is required to trigger these mudflows.

Observations and Models of the Volcanic System
10. What happens deep within the volcanic system of magma storage and conduits to the
surface affects both the events at the surface, the style of long-term behaviour and
indeed how long the volcano will continue to erupt. The key to improving our
understanding of this system lies in devising models of that system which we can test
against the “reality” of observed related phenomena.
11. The main conceptual model we have used to explain the Soufrière Hills system is the
interaction of a basaltic magma rising from depth into an overlying large volume of
andesitic magma. This releases gases, heats the andesite and allows it to become
sufficiently buoyant to rise to the surface. We see evidence of this magma mingling
in the incorporation of small pieces of basaltic magma as “mafic enclaves” within the
andesite lava that is erupted at the surface. Exactly where this interaction occurs and
what happens when the andesite magma is no longer being extruded, during the
“pauses”, is not fully understood.
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12. In the last year there have been two linked workshops on the petrology of Soufrière
Hills rocks6 that have re-focused attention on how the volcanic system works, and is
perhaps evolving. The early petrological work from Phase 1 (1995 – 1998) indicated
that the erupted lava comprised about 1% of “mafic enclaves” derived from the
basalt magma. As discussed in our last report this proportion appears to have risen to
as high as ~10% in later Phases. More recent work on samples from Phases 4 and 5
(2008 – 2010), reported at the workshops, also indicates that there is a cryptic
component of mafic material in the andesite lava (in addition to the enclaves), not
obvious from casual inspection, and mainly evident as microphenocrysts that were
probably derived from disaggregated mafic enclaves. This contribution pushes up the
basaltic contribution in the erupted andesite up towards 20%. It is not yet clear
whether this cryptic component has always been present during the eruption or is a
new phenomenon. This discovery raises a number of interesting questions. Is there
equivalent evidence in the bulk geochemical composition of the lavas to support
this? Has the basalt contribution varied throughout the eruption? How has this
impacted the dynamic behaviour of the system? In other, as yet unpublished, work
on the gas vapour present within the magma at depth, Dr M. Edmonds (Cambridge)
has recently inferred that there is about 1-9% by volume of vapour present as bubbles
in the deep (6 – 12 km) andesite magma. As a result this magma is more
compressible than previously thought and hence should be more able to sustain long
duration eruptions. Both these new insights have yet to be fully incorporated into
physical models of the deep volcanic system behaviour that, in turn, might inform
our understanding surface activity and monitoring data.
13. The “sawtooth” behaviour of the GPS data from Phases 1-3 (1995 – 2007) has been
used in recent models to account for deformation, magma storage and eruption. The
GPS data can be explained by either two magma reservoirs (idealized at 5 and 19 km
depth)7 or a single vertically elongate reservoir 8. The mismatch between the elastic
deformation signal and the volume of lava extruded means that the case for a
compressible andesite magma is overwhelming. For a dual reservoir configuration
the combined magma budget/deformation data suggests that the deep reservoir is the
one losing mass and the shallow one acts as a more open buffer, acting
synchronously. However, an as yet unpublished dynamic model of magma flow
through a dyke between the two reservoirs by Drs. O.Melnik (Moscow) and A.Costa
(Reading) suggests that it is the upper reservoir that is the more dynamic in terms of
overpressure variations. In all current models there is the presumption of a constant
deep basalt supply at a rate of at least one cubic metre per second. The GPS data
presented by MVO at this meeting show very well a feature also evident in the
published analyses. The motions of those receivers closest to the volcano give poor
6

Application of petrology to volcanic hazard assessment. NERC sponsored workshops held at MVO, 1-2
April 2011, and at the Department of Earth Sciences, University of Oxford, 19 October, 2011.
7
Foroozan, R., D. Elsworth, B. Voight, G. Mattioli, 2011. Magmatic metering controls the stopping and
restarting of eruptions. Geophysical Res. Lett., 38, L05306.
8
Voight, B., C. Widiwijayanti, G. Mattioli, D. Elsworth, D. Hidayat, M. Strutt, 2010. Magma sponge
hypothesis and stratovolcanoes: case for a compressible reservoir and quasi-steady deep influx at Soufriere
Hills Volcano, Montserrat. Geophysical Res. Lett., 37, L00E05.
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fits to model sources at depth compared to more distant sites on the Centre Hills,
even allowing for smaller signals relative to noise. This suggests that there is a
source of deformation superimposed on the deep signal that is shallower than 5 km
and may be that due to an elastic dyke, though other evidence for its orientation and
behaviour is confusing.
14. None of these models address the issue of the apparent “regime change” between
Phases 3 and 4 (2007 – 2008) in which the volcano apparently moved from a pattern
of 2-3 year periods of extrusion in favour of shorter duration, stronger extrusive
episodes. Also the long-term (1-2 year period) sulphur dioxide variability that was
analysed by Dr. T Christopher (MVO) cannot currently be explained because it does
not synchronize with lava extrusion.
Evolutionary Scenarios
15. We would like to know how the volcano might evolve in the coming years. One way
to do this is to consider the behaviour of similar volcanoes around the world. This
eruption is one of the longest-lived dome building eruptions on record. One
definition of this type of volcano (andesite-dacite, lava dome-building volcanoes
over the past ~ 200 years) , with 97 examples worldwide, makes Soufrière Hills now
the fifth longest-lived. On the basis of these cases, we can calculate a statistical
distribution function for the duration of a typical eruption which has been going on
as long as the present Montserrat eruption, that is 196 months. We obtain an estimate
that the statistical probability of it lasting another five or more years is 0.82. For an
eruption that has already lasted 196 months, the expected total duration (0.50
probability) is about 38 years, corresponding to a further 22 years in the present case.
These statistical estimates of the potential duration of the eruption are fractionally
reduced from the corresponding estimates made one year ago. On the basis of the
same global data, the statistical probability of an eruption like this one stopping
within one year is no more than about 0.04 (i.e. a 1-in-25 chance).
16. Our simple way of explaining what drives the volcanic system outlined in paragraph
11 above implies that if the basalt magma stops mingling with the andesite magma
then the supply of energy to power the rise of magma is removed and the eruption
will cease. We have used this idea in earlier SAC meetings to pose the question of
what would be the effects, observable by MVO, to detect such a change? Three
observable signals for testing were identified: a substantially reduced sulphur dioxide
emission rate, cessation of island-wide ground deformation and cessation of swarms
of low frequency volcanic earthquakes. So far during pauses in lava extrusion, as in
the current case, only one of these three tests has been met – there have not been any
low frequency seismic swarms for over one year. So based on these criteria and our
model we conclude that the volcano still has basalt magma entering the system at
depth and that it is only in a paused state.
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17. We have re-assessed the probability of the eruption stopping within one year, but we
debated also the chances that at least one of the criteria for continuing internal
activity will persist over the next twelve months, even though the eruptive activity
may have already come to an end. We came to the conclusion (Appendix 4) that the
probability that all the criteria for cessation of eruption will start to be met in the next
12 months – if the magma mixing at depth that powers the eruption stops - at about
5%.
18. However, the future behaviour of the deep volcano system including the magma
mingling process is far from clear. It is conceivable that the mingling might stop
abruptly or develop in some much more gradual manner that would make the
observable effects much less easy to interpret. Fig.2 shows how three such scenarios
for the evolution of the system might play out, more could be devised. Scenario 1
involves an abrupt and continuing end to basalt supply, corresponding to 16 above,
with the observable values falling sharply. Scenario 2 is an intermittent system
whose eruptive activity starts and stops abruptly in conjunction with observed gas,
deformation and seismic signals. A pulsed supply of basalt might cause this.
Scenario 3 is a decaying system in which the activity and indicator observables
become gradually weaker, as might happen if the andesite becomes too depleted.

Fig.2 Three potential scenarios for the future eruptive behaviour of Soufrère Hills in which the
basalt supply stops abruptly (1), is intermittent (2), and decays gradually (3).
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19. In previous assessments, we have implicitly assumed that Scenario 1 will be the path
followed. We now think we should consider alternative scenarios, particularly as
they may prove more difficult to analyse in terms of criteria to be tested by
observables. To help do this we will need to re-analyse the global databases of the
long-term behaviour of similar volcanoes (as in 15 above) and decide which
scenarios might be appropriate to develop for Soufriere Hills. At any point of
assessment we could estimate the probability that the volcano is following a
particular scenario pathway, taking into account the uncertainties involved. We will
develop this approach in time for the next SAC meeting.
Volcanic Hazards
20. Whilst the volcano remains in a paused state, the hazards it is likely to produce are
much reduced relative to those during an extrusive phase. The principle current
hazard is that due to collapses of the, still very large, lava dome. Analysis of the size
and frequency of the collapses to the west during this pause was presented in the
recent analysis of risk to workers at Plymouth jetty (Appendix 3). This showed that
pyroclastic flows derived from these recent collapses had been limited to no more
than about 2 km runout and that they had declined considerably in numbers during
2011 relative to 2010.
21. However, there is the potential volume on the dome for much larger collapses. A
maximum volume of about 8 million cubic metres is thought to be available to the
west (towards Plymouth) and a similar volume to the north. Potentially, a much
larger volume could collapse (harmlessly) down the Tar River valley to the east,
though we now think that increasingly unlikely.
22. In the Plymouth Jetty study we estimated that the minimum volume of flow required
to cover the 4.5 km to the jetty was about 0.4 million cubic metres. This was
supported by pyroclastic flow simulations using the Titan2D computer program (see
Appendix 3 for an example of these results). More recent simulations undertaken
using the Pyroflow program which we have used previously, with volumes of 0.75
million cubic metres, show similar results to those of Titan2D, namely that a flow of
this size could reach the jetty (Fig.3). This reinforces our previous analysis.
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Fig.3 Pyroflow simulation of the extent of pyroclastic flows flowing towards Plymouth
caused by a volume of 0.75 million cubic metres collapsing to the west from the lava dome.
The colours indicate the number (red=more, blue=less) of times individual flows cover the
same area from an ensemble of 100 simulations.

23. If and when magma rises through the volcano again to extrude as lava on the dome,
then the hazards associated with that re-start will be significantly greater than during
the pause. In addition to collapse-derived pyroclastic flows, we can expect
explosions and pyroclastic flows and ash falls derived from these. The nature of the
re-start is important in our thinking because it determines the character of the hazards
in the hours and days immediately following, when there is the potential for
mitigatory measures to be least ready and the risk to be highest. Table 1 shows the
nature of the re-starts to each Phase of extrusion throughout the whole eruption in
terms of the surface activity that was apparently transitional to eventual lava
extrusion. This is divided into activity during the month immediately preceding the
re-start (termed here the “immediate precursor”) and the earlier period of elevated
surface activity. Although one month is a rather arbitrary period there does seem to
be a case a distinct increase in explosivity on that timescale. Phases 2 – 5 all had one
or more major explosive events in the month prior to lava extrusion. All but Phases
4b and 5 had an earlier period of transitional activity, usually involving ash venting,
for a few months beforehand that was much more vigorous than the level currently
being experienced. The last two Phases (4b and 5) have been much closer to the
concept of “explosive re-start”.
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Table 1. Surface Activity Transitional to the Re-Start of Extrusive Phases
Phase Transitional Period
1

4 months,
ash venting
16 months? ash
venting/explosions

2

3

3.5 months ash
venting/explosions

4a
4b

3 months ash
venting/explosions
-

5

-

Immediate
Precursor
-

Date of
Extrusion1
15 Nov.95

Extrusion
Rate(m3/s)2
0.2

3-8 Nov95 hybrid
swarm
8-9 Nov95 expl. +
pumice
28 June-27 July 05,
5 explosions, 7 km
plumes
29 July 08, pumice-rich
explosion to 12 km
3 Dec. 08, non-pumice
explosion
4-7 Oct. 09, explosions,
plumes to 6 km

27 Nov.99

1.5

1 Aug.05

0.04

1-14 Aug
08
10 Dec 08

0.01

9 Oct.09

7

10

1. Dates are those when new lava was first observed, actual first extrusion may be earlier
because of cloud cover.
2. Monthly average of lava extrusion rate following re-start.

24. Phases 4 and 5 have been generally more explosive than previous ones. On 8 January
2010 there was the most voluminous Vulcanian explosion to date (2.7 million cubic
metres). There is the potential for an even larger explosion – of the order of 10
million cubic metres and also a directed explosion (lateral blast). We concluded that
the likelihood of these was very small.
Hazard Scenarios
25. We now summarise the results of the formal elicitation of the SAC and MVO views
on the probabilities of occurrence over the next year of the hazardous events that are
inputs to the risk simulation modelling. In order to assign quantitative estimates to
these probabilities, we use our knowledge of the factors that influence specific
hazard scenarios, results of any available modelling analyses, and the Expert Opinion
Elicitation method that we have used in previous assessments. The questions,
explanations of their context and the full range of responses are presented in detail
in Appendix 4. Here (Table 2) we tabulate the ”best estimate” probability values for
each of the questions and compare them with the equivalent values obtained a year
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ago at SAC159. Question 2 asks what is the probability that each of these events will
be the first significant thing to happen in the next 12 months.

Table 2. Summary of elicited eruption scenario “best estimate” probabilities
Question (summary)
1
2a
2b
2c
2d
2e
2f
2g
2h
2i
3a
3b
4a
4b
5

At least one criterion for deep magma activity will be
met
Nothing significant happens
Quiet resumption of lava extrusion
Collapse of most of dome harmlessly to east (or south)
Major dome collapse to reach the sea to the NE
Major dome collapse to reach Happy Hill to the NW
Major dome collapse to reach Plymouth to the W
Blast event to reach Happy Hill to the NW
Blast event to reach Plymouth to the W
Vertical explosion (>0.3 million cubic metres)
Next Phase of lava extrusion to be long duration type
Next Phase of lava extrusion to be short duration type
Extrusion rate on “long” re-start (cubic metres/sec)
Extrusion rate on “short” re-start (cubic metres/sec)
Major explosion (> 9 million cubic metres)

Probability(%)
SAC16 (SAC15)
95 (92)
30 (30)
43 (36)
2 (3)
1 (3)
0.2 (2)
1 (10)
0.03 (0.1)
0.03 (0.3)
24 (15)
44 (30)
56 (69)
4.2
6.9
0.6 (0.5)

26. The main changes in the probabilities for the first significant event to happen in the
next 12 months (question 2) - between the elicitations of now and of a year ago - are
reductions, by up to a factor of 10, in the likelihood of major collapse- and blastderived flows upon re-start and the increase in likelihood of an explosive re-start.
The reductions reflect the observed very low levels of activity and the stability of the
dome. However, the estimated probability that there will be a re-start of lava
extrusion during the next 12 months remains high at 70%.
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The elicitations also produce uncertainty spreads about these values.
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Quantitative Risk Assessment

Fig.4 The boundaries of the HLS as of November 2011.

27. The issue of population numbers is critical to the estimation of societal risk levels
(but not individual risk estimates). A census of Montserrat was taken in May 2011
and, while some partial, preliminary information has been provided to MVO, this
data is not sufficiently detailed to be used fully in the present risk assessment. A
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dual approach is therefore adopted here: once again we use the numbers of people in
Zones A and B and Woodlands (Fig.4) that were used in previous recent SAC reports
and these form the basis for the primary societal risk analysis (i.e. 336 people living
in Zone A; 95 people in Zone B, and 315 persons for Woodlands) and, as a
counterpart analysis, we adopt some interim population numbers, as described in the
next paragraph, pending detailed confirmation.
28. The new census indicates that 583 people were in the area south of Nantes River in
May, in what was the low season for visitors to the island10. MVO estimates that the
number of people who live full-time in Zone B is about 33, so we infer a population
of about 550 for Zone A. We further assume that there could be a 50% increase in
the numbers in Zone A during high season (presumed to be November to March
inclusive), whilst the numbers in Zone B could be doubled. Similarly, we assume an
increase of 25% in the population of Woodlands during the high season period.
These are central estimates so, for risk assessment, purposes, we also assume suitable
variations about these numbers. In running the risk model, the higher, holiday
numbers are activated if the initiating hazard event is simulated as occurring in one
of these months. This represents a modelling refinement, relative to previous
analyses, a factor that should be borne in mind when comparing outcomes.
29. Other, volcanological factors, relating to renewed lava extrusion, prospective
multiple episodes, and less favourable site of outbreak and higher extrusion rate,
potentially could increase the threat to the populated areas to the northwest of the
volcano. These threats would involve incursion into areas by pyroclastic flows or
surges or, more dangerously, by lateral blasts. Given the present conditions and what
has occurred over the last six months or so, the mean values for probabilities of flow
incursions are estimated lower than those from SAC15, for all areas: for Zone B, the
elicited probability of a pyroclastic flow reaching this far, within the next year, is
about 1-in-180 (SAC15: 1-in-60) and for Zone A about 1-in-600 over the next year
(SAC15: 1-in-180). These changes entail probabilities that are assessed currently
about three times lower than a year ago. For the case of a lateral blast-derived surge,
the corresponding incursion probabilities are also reduced by the same factor from
those obtained in SAC15: Zone B is now: 1-in-3,900 ; Zone A, 1-in-4,300.
30. Although the area between Nantes and Lawyers Rivers (Woodlands) is not a Hazard
Zone under the HLS, for consistency with previous SAC analyses we have calculated
the likelihoods of pyroclastic flow or blast surge reaching this area in the next year.
These are also smaller, and now stand at about 1-in-16,000 and about 1-in-50,000
respectively (or, factors of 2x to 3x lower than for SAC15).
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The area north of Nantes River lies outside of the MVO Hazard Level System defined Zones; however,
in line with previous assessments we continue to assess the contribution of this area to the overall societal
risk estimation.
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Individual Risk Exposure Estimates
31. In terms of individual exposure, individual risk per annum estimates (IRPA) for
people in different Hazard Zones are calculated using the probabilities elicited from
the SAC committee, coupled with Monte Carlo population impact risk simulation
modelling. We have categorised the levels of risk exposure using the six-point risk
divisions of the scale of the Chief Medical Officer of the UK government in which
we have replaced the labelling of these factor-of-ten divisions with an alphabetical
ordering, which we term the Modified Chief Medical Officer’s scale (CMO*) (see
Appendix 9).
32. We also indicate, in numerical terms, the extent to which the active volcano
increases an individual’s risk over and above the ‘background’ risk of accidental
death for a person living in Montserrat, currently assumed to be 28-in-100,000 (the
value in the US Virgin Islands). Table 2 shows how the current evaluation compares
according to these two measures. In Table 3 we use the same scheme to show the
relative risk levels faced by workers in various scenarios. The two types of risk are
also displayed in a graphical manner in Figs. 5 and 6, which show the range of risks
faced on a vertical logarithmic scale.
33. On the basis of our assessment of the volcano’s future behaviour – including possible
re-start of lava extrusion and accompanying hazards - our quantitative risk modelling
indicates the annualised risk of death (IRPA) due to volcanic hazards for an
individual in each of the populated Zones (A and B) of Fig. 5 is:
Zone B (full-time resident): 1-in-2,300, C on the CMO* scale,
4.5x background risk level of accidental death.
Zone A (full-time resident): 1-in-35,000, D on the CMO* scale,
1.3x background risk level of accidental death
Due to the modifications in the population numbers and changes in the assessed
event probabilities, discussed earlier, the individual risk exposure levels in both
Zones B and A are somewhat lower than one year ago (SAC15: 1-in-1030 and 1-in11500, respectively), and the present values shift down the corresponding CMO*
Scale rankings to C and D, respectively. The IRPA for the Woodlands area and
further north is also lower and remains negligible, at about 1-in-5 million. Note the
IRPA values have been rounded to one significant figure in the Summary part of the
Report.
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Table 3 Individual Risk Per Annum (IRPA) estimates for volcanic risks to occupants of the
populated areas
Annualised
Probability
of Death

Risk
Increase
Factor

1 in 100

36x

1 in 1000

4.6x

Zone B (full-time
occupation)

1 in 2300

2.6x

Zone C (daily
entrant)

1 in 9000

1.4x

1 in 10000

1.35x

1 in 35000

1.1x

1 in 35,000

1.1x

1 in 100000

1.03x

1 in 200,000

1.02x

1 in 1000000

1.003x

1 in 5 million

1.001x

Residential Area

CMO* Risk
Scale#

Other Natural
Hazards

A

B

C

D
Zone A (full-time
occupation)
Whole island

Hurricane

E
Whole island

F
Woodlands (fulltime occupation)

North Montserrat

Much less
than 1 in 5
million

16

Earthquake

Fig. 5
Relative individual annual risk from the volcano for full-time Montserrat
residents compared with other non-volcanic risks in Montserrat and everyday risks in the
UK. Similar degrees of uncertainty in the risk exposure values exist as for those in Fig.6
but are not shown here for clarity.
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34. In the case of Zone C, only short day-time visits are allowed at present. For
illustration, a person making regular daily visits of duration about 4 hours into Zone
C has a risk exposure equivalent to about 1-in-9000 in annualized terms. For less
frequent visits or for visits of shorter duration, the risk is proportionately lower.
35. Risks to workers at Plymouth Jetty
The issues relating to risk exposure for workers involved in shipments of sand and
gravel via the Plymouth Jetty are discussed in detail in Appendix 3. In summary:
given projected working hours at the Plymouth jetty operation, the probability of one
or more casualties due to sudden, dangerous volcanic activity in the next six months
is about 1-in-7,000 (Table 4, Fig.6). For an individual worker at the jetty, this is
equivalent to an annualized individual risk (i.e. Individual Risk Per Annum, or
IRPA) of about 1-in-3,500, i.e. under the current condition of a volcanic pause and in
the absence of an effective warning and time to escape. For any one truck driver (of
the four presumed to be operating) this equates to an Individual Risk Per Annum
(IRPA) of about 1-in-7,000, and assumes that no more than two drivers (in separate
trucks) may be rotating through the danger area at any one time.
36. Risks to workers mining sand near the Belham River crossing
Sand mining takes place in the Lower Belham Valley, near the river crossing
locality. On the assumption working hours do not exceed 8 hours per day, four days
per week, a worker’s IRPA for this location is appraised at about 1-in-12,000 per
annum equivalent, or about 2x the corresponding UK occupational risk (Table 4,
Fig.6).
37. Risks in the Maritime Exclusion Zone.
Risks in the Zone are appropriately covered by the current Level boundaries.
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Table4. SAC 16 Individual Risk Per Annum (IRPA) estimates for volcanic risks to workers in
specific locations

Activity1

CMO* Risk
Scale

Annualised
probability
of death at
work1

Volcanic risk
relative to
Extractive
industries risk

Occupations

A
Soldier at war
1 in 100
B
Deep sea
fishing
1 in 1000
C
Plymouth jetty

1 in 3500

6x

Jetty driver

1 in 7000

3x
Mining &
quarrying

1 in 10000
1 in 12000

Belham sand
mining

1 in 20000

1.7x

Construction
Extractive &
utility supply
industries

1 in 100000
E
Services
1 in 1000000
F

1

risk estimates for different activities take account of different total times of exposure
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.

Fig.6 Relative individual risk exposure for workers at the Belham gravel sites and for workers
involved in the Plymouth Jetty and drivers between the jetty and the Belham River. Note the
equivalent occupational risk level for UK sand and gravel workers (“Extractive”) on the left. The
ranges of uncertainty in the risk exposure estimates for the Montserrat exaamples are shown by
the red lines and bars.
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Societal Risk Levels
38. In order to assess societal risk levels, the impacts of different eruptive scenarios are
modelled for the present population of Montserrat, and aggregated according to
likelihood of occurrence. Using the elicitation results reported above, the risk
assessment analysis uses Monte Carlo re-sampling to explore possible outcomes
from a range of scenarios relating to dome collapse, lateral blast, and from relative
likelihoods of their occurrence. Our estimates of risk are based on an outlook of one
year ahead.

Fig. 7. Societal risk curve (red) for the population at the time of SAC 16, and comparisons
with other risk assessments (see text).
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39. Fig. 7 shows the calculated current annualised societal risk curve for Montserrat
using: (a) the previous, assumed, population numbers (solid red line), and (b) interim
new population numbers (broken red line). Mainly because the number of people in
Zone B is less in the latter case (see paragraph 28, above), that risk curve presents
systematically below the curve produced using the “old” numbers, by a factor which,
typically, makes societal risk about 1.5x lower. Both cases relate to the societal risk
levels that obtain if the present quiescent state of the volcano continues for the next
twelve months. These figures could be significantly greater following a re-start of
lava extrusion that entailed or was soon followed by a hazardous event such as a
collapse from a growing dome, or an explosion associated with an ensuing elevated
extrusion rate11.
40. Also shown on Fig. 7 is the counterpart societal risk curve produced a year ago
(SAC15, broken dark blue line), again for the situation of continued quiescence or
extrusion re-start. Overall, the current societal risk is evaluated about five times
lower than at SAC 15. A major reason for this change is the order of magnitude
reduction in the elicited probability of a sudden-onset dome collapse being initiated
towards the northwest (Table 1); however, the curves close up again for very large
numbers of casualties (i.e. 200 or more), where the controlling event scenarios are a
major directed blast or an explosion at least three times larger than previously seen
on Montserrat.
41. For comparison, previous recent highest and lowest societal risk curves are shown,
too, from March 2007 (SAC8), when the dome was active and still growing
vigorously (upper, purple dashed line), and the corresponding line for SAC10 (April
2008), when a long-term pause was thought to be in prospect. Other, additional
societal risk curves on Fig. 7 show estimated long-term societal risk exposure on
Montserrat from hurricanes and earthquakes (black lines with symbols).
42. The main conclusions to be drawn from these curves are: (a) overall, current societal
risk levels for fatalities are estimated to be appreciably lower than a year ago; (b)
11

For several SACs this re-start situation was not included in the risk calculations. There were two main
reasons. Firstly, such an analysis entails major challenges in modelling jointly the distinct timings of
magma re-start, consequent flux rate, and any subsequent later event (e.g. collapse likelihood is not
constant in time, being a function of how fast the dome grows and how long it can grow for, both of which
are highly uncertain, unpredictable variables). And secondly, until SAC12, risk assessments were
undertaken during one phase or another of the long-term pause/eruption patterns which persisted until July
2008. Thus, at any one time the volcano either was clearly in a protracted pause, likely to extend beyond
the one-year outlook period or, if the dome was already growing actively, this latter state could be expected
to continue for a further twelve months, or longer.
The key elements contributing to the re-start follow-on risk estimation are a probability distribution for a
re-start of magma production (elicited at Q2b, above), its timing – assumed uniform across the forthcoming
twelve months - and a distribution that expresses the expected value and range of uncertainty in monthly
averaged extrusion rate, given a re-start occurs. For each potential subsequent hazardous event scenario, the
relevant probability of occurrence distribution is switched from that elicited for pause conditions to that
which was applicable during a highly active phase (as elicited for SAC8 when such conditions obtained and
related issues were considered in detail).
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adjusting towards the latest population numbers produces a further minor overall
reduction in societal risk levels, and (c) while the societal risks due to the volcano are
similar, currently, to those due to hurricanes or earthquakes for low casualty tolls, the
potential for very large casualty numbers still remains markedly greater.
43. Caution should be exercised when using the curves shown on Fig. 7. Any individual
curve could easily carry a significant factor of uncertainty, up or down, and
numerical differences may be more apparent than real. Thus the present chance of
suffering one or more casualties due to volcanic action could be somewhat higher
than the 1% estimate obtained here (left-hand end of red line).
44. Whilst there have been some modifications to our analysis approach which have
reduced assessed risk levels overall, there is a clear expectation that any re-growth of
the dome will take place in or close to the scar left by the 11 February 2010 event.
At this stage, the present analysis assumes a random re-start time over the next
twelve months (or none at all). If there is an early re-start to extrusive activity during
this twelve month period then the scar could fill within a few weeks and the risks
shown in Fig.7 would likely be underestimates. Hence the need to re-evaluate the
risk soon after such an important change.
The Operation of MVO
45. Work is ongoing to recover from the damage done on 17 September 2011 by
lightning strikes to the MVO communications tower and MBFL site that affected
digitisers, control box electronics, network switches and telemetry. This has stopped
or degraded monitoring of parts of the seismic network, the infrasound array and the
AVTIS radar, and cost at least $30K in replacement parts. Perhaps surprisingly, this
is the worst lightning strike to affect MVO. A consultant is to report on how to better
protect the MVO from such events.
46. MVO relies on a back-up generator to maintain power during mains supply failures.
The functioning of this generator has become increasingly erratic with large spikes in
voltage damaging computers and other equipment. This is worrying in that MVO’s
capabilities could be severely compromised by such an occurrence during a future
volcanic crisis. It seems clear that a close analysis of the whole electrical system of
the observatory is needed in order to be able to successfully correct this problem. A
qualified electrical engineer is required to undertake this task with urgency.
47. Improved GPS data processing of new and archived data should allow better analysis
of both the first-order “sawtooth” pattern of deformation and second-order signals
that have been largely ignored in the past. Campaign GPS measurements are still
rather noisy. Yet it will be from these sites and near-field EDM measurements (e.g.
the proposed Fergus Ridge-Galways line) that the issue of near- and far-field
components of deformation and their sources will be resolved.
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48. Two of the four new DOAS instruments will be brought to Montserrat by Dr V.
Tsanev in late November 2011 to be installed next to the existing Brodericks and
Lovers Lane instruments. This should give a welcome improvement in signal quality.
The Multigas instrument on the Chance’s Steps ridge is ideally sited to give longterm results provided it can be made robust.
49. A number of interesting collaborative research projects are set to begin in 2012.
There will be an IODP drilling cruise led by Dr Anne LeFriant and involving dr
Adam Stinton from 3 February to 18 March. This will drill to the southeast of
Montserrat to depths of as much as 400 m, including through the recent debris
avalanche deposits about 7 kilometres off the Tar River valley. Another seismic
tomography experiment (following on from SEA-CALIPSO) is being proposed that
will run along the arc with Montserrat at its centre and led by Derek Keir from the
University of Southampton. IPGP are planning a muon tomography experiment at
Soufriere Hills to determine the density structure of the interior of the dome with a
spatial resolution as high as 20 m. Experiments with the equipment at Soufrière,
Guadeloupe show an intriguing pattern of a lower density core to that dome.
50. Dr Henry Odbert will be leaving MVO in May 2012. He has made a major
contribution to the geodetic monitoring at MVO, improving and establishing the
cGPS/campaign GPS networks and particularly in raising the quality of the data. He
has also played a significant part in raising the overall performance of MVO in the
last two years.
Next Meeting
51. If the pause continues we will meet again at MVO in November 2012. If there is
restart of extrusive/explosive activity we will meet within 1-2 months of that to reassess the risk.
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Appendix 1: Constitution of the Scientific Advisory Committee on Montserrat
Volcanic Activity
This document outlines the main responsibilities of the Scientific Advisory
Committee (SAC) on the Soufriere Hills Volcano, Montserrat. The document
includes the terms of reference for the SAC and a membership template. The SAC is
to replace the Risk Assessment Panel and is commissioned by the Overseas
Territories Department (OTD) of the Foreign and Commonwealth Office (FCO). The
SAC will work according to the Office of Science and Technology (OST) Code of
Practice for Scientific Advisory Committees.
Terms of Reference
The main responsibilities of the SAC are:
1. to carry out regular hazard and risk assessments of the volcano in co-operation
with the Montserrat Volcano Observatory (MVO) and to report its findings to HMG
and the Government of Montserrat; and
2. to provide scientific advice at a strategic level to HMG and the Government of
Montserrat outside these regular assessments in co-operation with the MVO.
NB: The “Government of Montserrat” will normally mean, in the first instance, the
Governor as s/he has the constitutional responsibility for the safety of the Montserrat
population. The Governor will be responsible for ensuring appropriate dissemination
of SAC assessments or recommendations to the Government and people of
Montserrat.
The SAC is also required to perform these additional functions:
3. to provide independent advice on the scientific and technical operations of the
MVO to ensure that the work matches the level of risk;
4. to provide scientific advice and assistance to the MVO as required by the MVO
Director; and
5. to offer advice on new developments that were not foreseen when the TORs were
set up, and if appropriate make recommendations for changes to the TORs.
The SAC will carry out its activities within the OST Code of Practice for Scientific
Advisory Committees. The SAC will be responsible to the UK Government through
the FCO (OTD). The SAC will not incur expenditure without prior FCO (OTD)
authority.
These general terms of reference are supplemented with the following specific points:
(a) The work of the SAC concerns scientific assessment of the volcanic activity and
related hazards and risks. This scientific work is an input to decisions made by the
HMG and the Government of Montserrat related to the safety of the people of
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Montserrat (such as evacuation and extent of Exclusion Zones), to issues of planning
and sustainable development of Montserrat and to the mitigation of external hazards
(e.g. to civil aviation).
(b) The provision of scientific advice to the Governor and Government of Montserrat
is the responsibility of the MVO and its Director. The SAC has the function of
assisting the MVO in its major missions in all respects of its activities and to assist in
matters relating to the provision of long-term and strategic matters.
(c) The MVO Director (or scientific staff designated by the Director) participate in all
SAC activities except for ToRs 3 and 4.
(d) The SAC has the function of giving advice and assistance to MVO and the
management contractor relating to scientific matters as required by the MVO
Director. Such independent advice to the MVO may include appraisal of the technical
expertise of staff, evaluation of the monitoring systems, assessment of proposed
research projects by external groups, and advice on technical matters.
(e) With respect to ToR 3 the Chair of the SAC will be a member of the MVO Board
of Directors and can provide independent advice to the Board as required. The Chair
will be expected to attend MVO Board meetings (currently twice a year).
(f) Given the special circumstances of Montserrat as a United Kingdom Overseas
Territory, reports of the SAC would be provided for both Governments. Reports
would also be given to the MVO Management Board.
(g) The SAC will be required to present its findings in a manner suitable for release to
the public. It will also be required to assist the Governments and the MVO in
explaining the activity of the volcano and the scientific information pertinent to
decision-making by the authorities.
(h) The SAC will liaise with other relevant scientific organisations or committees as
required, which might for example include regional scientific institutions and the
Department of Health Committee on health hazards from volcanic ash.
(g) The Chair of the SAC will make an annual report to the MVO Board of Directors.
MEMBERSHIP
Membership of the SAC will be at the invitation of the FCO (OTD) and will cover the
key areas of expertise required to assess the hazards and risks of erupting volcanoes.
Expertise will include such areas as volcanology, volcano geophysics, and hazard
analysis. The SAC will continue the approach of the former Risk Assessment Panel
that was endorsed by the UK Chief Government Scientist in December 1997. Thus
the Committee requires a facilitator as a member for applying expert elicitation
methods to estimate volcanic risk. These considerations imply a minimum of four
members, excluding the Director of the MVO. Additional experts can be invited to
participate as required by the Chair, with prior agreement from the FCO (OTD), if a
lack of expertise becomes apparent on a particular issue. As required by the Code the
SAC is expected to consider external opinion. The membership will be considered on
an annual basis with a view to regular changes and refreshment of membership.
MEMBERSHIP TEMPLATE
Members invited to serve on the SAC for the Montserrat Volcano are expected to
attend all hazards and risk assessment meetings and to participate in the formalised
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elicitation procedure. Members have the responsibility to use their scientific
judgement and expertise to meet the Terms of Reference. Opinions of the Members
on scientific matters should be expressed through participation in the work of the
SAC. Divergences of scientific opinion will normally be reported in terms of
scientific uncertainty through the formal expert elicitation procedure. Differences that
cannot be incorporated through the elicitation methodology should be included in the
reports of the SAC as required by the OST Code. The Chair of the SAC, or his or her
delegate from the Committee, will be responsible for presenting the findings of the
SAC’s work to the Governments of Montserrat and the United Kingdom and to the
public in co-operation with the Director of the MVO. Any disagreement or
divergence of opinion with the Director of the MVO that cannot be reconciled or
incorporated through the elicitation method should be reported through the MVO
Board of Directors.
SECRETARIAT
The FCO (OTD) will provide a Secretariat for the SAC, as set out in the Code of
Practice. FCO (OTD) will reimburse premium economy travel costs, reasonable
hotel accommodation, meals and professional fees (once agreed) in full. The SAC
will not incur additional expenditure without prior FCO (OTD) authority. The
Secretariat’s main point of contact is Lisa Jennians, Desk Officer for Montserrat in
OTD. His contact details are as follows:
Email: Lisa Jennians@fco.gov.uk
Tel: +44 20 7008 3123
Fax: +44 20 7008 2879
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Appendix 2: Minutes of a teleconference meeting between MVO and SAC, 14 June
2011
Participants
MVO: P. Cole, T. Christopher, H. Odbert, A. Stinton, P. Smith, C. Morrell, R. Syers, V.
Bass, P. Williams, R. Stewart, R. Robertson
SAC: G.Wadge, W.Aspinall, B. Voight
MVO Open File Report 11/01
Seismicity
Would be useful to plot VT string energy release with time. About 60% of the VTs
recorded recently are within strings. Paddy &/or Roderick to review VT string locations
relative to other events (with JHD?)
Value of VT strings as precursory signals to renewed lava extrusion/explosion is cloudy.
A hint at ~ monthly periodicity in rockfall signals – needs more formal spectral analysis
than running average. Is this some manifestation of conduit processes? Worth looking at
Pause 1 equivalent in Norton et al. (2002).
Deformation
Pause 4b (Jan-October 2009) has different GPS displacement pattern to other pauses –
more easterly directed vectors. Is this a volcano signal, regional tectonic signal or an
artefact? Check using a different reference frame?
For next SAC meeting look at 2nd order motion signals including inflections (e.g. April
2011?).
The JBH-Hermitage EDM signal went from shortening to lengthening some time well
after the end of Phase 5. Making the new Brodericks-Whites River line part of a triangle
would be good and help understand the current lengthening signal.
Gas
Still in a low emission rate “trough” but increasing. Do the DOAS rates go up around VT
string events? Possibly.
FTIR HCl/SO2 = 0.3 in April 2011.
Dome
Tar River side of dome very fractured. Gages less so. Not clear when the summit crater
ash rampart was formed – unlikely to be a rockfall deposit. Maintenance of long-term
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stable incandescent cracks in part due to outward gas flux insulating rock surface from
outside air.
Hazard Map
The line used to define the ZoneA/B boundary took two NDPRAC meetings to decide.
The CM took, approximately, the least conservative position on the boundary. The
SAC15 report said that lateral blast hazard would also tend to push the boundary further
north but this point probably should have been made graphically.
Monitoring
Seismic: Harris station is now operational
EDM: New stations on lower Gages Mtn. and on talus of upper Farrells
GPS: Campaign results (~ 1 year record now) to be presented at SAC16
SPIDER: Voight thinks may be at MVO by late summer.
Gas: Sawyer (Camb.) to bring two new mobile DOAS (take one back) in June. Current
thinking is to put the permanent instruments closer together including one site near old
Government House, south Plymouth.
AVTIS-3: Now operational at Windy Hill (pointing to be refined)
Cameras: 2 new cameras at Jack Boy Hill and Garibaldi. Time lapse cameras for Harris
and Windy Hill (next to AVTIS). Thermal camera needs calibrating.
Satellite: High res. Quickbird images for December 2010 and March 2011 purchased.
TerraSAR-X (operational) radar acquisitions now re-starting. TanDEM-X acquisitions to
be tried starting June.
Environmental: Original diffusion tube supplier ESG can’t be contacted -Aspinall to the
rescue…[postscript: WPA contacted ESG – they will communicate data to CM within
week] The DustTraks nownow not functioning. In face of GoM indifference the Pm10
studies will lapse. Not a MVO priority, but worth continuing.
Staff
The replacement (for Dike) Outreach Officer to take up her duties in September.
SAC
FCO has given the go-ahead to the new regime (responsive to risk-changing events,
otherwise only meet once per year).
Suggestions for SAC16 (14-18 November) agenda (assuming no restart):
End-of-eruption criteria
Discussion of potential Level 3 to 2 change
Lateral blast hazard impact on lower Belham and Fox’s Bay
Increased pressure for access to Exclusion Zone
Need for risk assessment for geothermal drilling site/Fox’s Bay (any specific details
available beforehand would help). Clarify arguments as to why Fox’s Bay risk may be
higher than Belham Valley
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Trants deposit temperatures . Reluctance by GoM now to explore this as it muddies the
road/Foxs Bay issue
GW 15.6.11
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Risk assessment for workers employed in aggregate
shipment from Plymouth Jetty12

Summary
The probability of a sudden-onset pyroclastic flow large enough to reach the Plymouth
Jetty without warning in the next six months is estimated, in terms of odds, to be
approximately 1-in-1,000 (this assumes that the current low level of volcanic activity, with
no dome growth, continues). Such an event would be a lethal threat to workers in the
vicinity of the jetty and along transport routes passing through Zone V.
Given projected working hours at the Plymouth jetty operation, the probability of one or
more casualties due to a sudden, dangerous pyroclastic flow in the next six months is
about 1-in-7,000. With uncertainties taken into account, the corresponding estimated
occupational risks for workers at the jetty could fall anywhere in the range from 1-in10,000 to 1-in-1000 (annualized exposure); these ratios are markedly higher than those
for similar occupations in the UK (1-in-20,000).
A westerly-directed pyroclastic flow could reach the jetty area and trucking trail within as
little as one to three minutes, allowing no time for workers to escape.
The methodological basis and information used in the assessment were reviewed and
the main findings confirmed by the Scientific Advisory Committee (SAC) and the
Montserrat Volcano Observatory (MVO) at their meeting in Montserrat, 14 – 16
November 201113.

12

This report is advisory. It is offered, without prejudice, for the purpose of informing the party
commissioning the study of the risks that might arise in the near future from volcanic activity in
Montserrat, and has been prepared subject to constraints imposed on the performance of the work. While
Committee members believe that they have acted honestly and in good faith, they accept no responsibility
or liability, jointly or severally, for any decisions or actions taken by HMG or GoM or others, directly or
indirectly resulting from, arising out of, or influenced by the information provided in this report, nor can
they accept any liability to any third party in any way whatsoever.
13
The present report supersedes the Interim Report produced on 19 October 2011, in entirety.
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Background
There is a current proposal to use the jetty at Plymouth for shipment of aggregate mined
from the lower Belham Valley area during a 6-month period, starting immediately, while
the main road north from the Belham Valley (to Little Bay) is being improved and the
passage of large trucks is discouraged.
On 4 October 2011, a request was made to the Scientific Advisory Committee on
Montserrat Volcanic Activity (SAC) and the Montserrat Volcano Observatory (MVO)
from the Government of Montserrat National Disaster Preparedness and Advisory
Committee (NDPRAC) for a quantitative assessment of volcanic risks to workers in such
an operation. The last time such a risk assessment was carried out was in 2006, and the
dome and the volcanic activity have changed considerably since then.
An initial assessment was undertaken using email and telephone, and an interim report
delivered to NDPRAC on 19 October 2011. A reappraisal of those findings was
undertaken when the SAC met at MVO, on 14-16 November 2011. This report brings
together the findings of the preliminary analysis, together with some extended work to
address the implications of uncertainties in the volcanological information that was the
basis of the risk assessment.
The first response to the NDPRAC request was the preparation of a preliminary scientific
discussion document, circulated amongst SAC/MVO scientists (Appendix 1). A set of
hazard- and risk related questions were then drawn up, and the scientists’ responses to
these elicitation questions are recorded in Appendix 2. Appendix 3 contains some notes
on further work that was done subsequently, considering the possible influence of
scientific uncertainties on the risk findings; this additional work lends support to the main
findings.
The risk assessment presented here is valid only for the present circumstances of lowlevel volcanic activity associated with a major pause in dome growth, and on the basis of
the working hours arrangements indicated by NDPRAC and outlined below. In the event
of a re-start in lava extrusion the hazards and worker risk exposures would need to be reassessed since the likelihood of dome collapse and pyroclastic flow formation, and
therefore the risk, would increase markedly.
An important assumption in this assessment is that if precursory signs of activity are
recognized there will be a complete cessation of operations and immediate and speedy
withdrawal of all personnel. But a dangerous eruptive event could start with effectively
no warning, and such a scenario is the focus of this assessment.
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Occupational Risk

Operations at Plymouth Jetty - assumptions
Total period = 6 months
Daily working = 8 hours (Monday-Friday) 1-3 days/week
Personnel: 1 each in 4 trucks; 2 in 1 barge, 4 in 1 tug; 2 in 1 police launch.
For the purposes of the risk assessment it is assumed that there is a threat for a worker at
the jetty, and for truck drivers in transit from Lovers Lane to the Jetty and back. As a
driver may have little or no view of the dome and valley (due to direction of travel or due
to low cloud on the volcano), and may have no means of communication, he could be
unaware of a sudden significant pyroclastic flow or surge coming in his direction.
With four trucks working, it is further assumed that at any one moment during working
times there could be two trucks en route to or from the Jetty.

Fig.1 Approximate route of trucks (thick black line) travelling to and from
Plymouth jetty via road from Cork Hill. The blue and purple areas represent
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areas expected to be covered by pyroclastic flows and surges (for
explanation, see Appendix 2).
If an actual warning of incipient volcanic flow activity can be given, the evacuation
method for truck drivers would be to drive north towards the Belham Valley and for the
ship workers to evacuate via the police launch.
Flow occurrence probabilities
For characterizing pyroclastic flow hazard levels over the next six months we use the
following key pieces of information:
From observations during the current pause period(s):
The average rate of occurrence of flows to the west of any size greater than about
1,000 cubic metres since dome growth paused in February 2010 is about two per
month. Thus it is very likely (i.e. a probability of close to one) of there being one
or more flows of this size or greater in the next six months (see Appendix 1,
Figure 1).
By elicitation (see Appendix 1 for background volcanological information, and Appendix
2 for elicitation details):
1. Based on observations of flows and flow modelling and the calculation shown
in Appendix 1, the minimum volume of pyroclastic flow capable of reaching
the jetty or trucking track is about 0.4 million cubic metres of material.
2a. The largest volume flow that could move towards Plymouth is assessed at:
about 9 million cubic metres of flow material.
2b. The probability of occurrence of this largest flow in the next six months is
judged to be:
about 1-in-12,500
3. Given a continued pause in lava extrusion, we estimate by elicitation that just
under half (40%) of future pyroclastic flows, originating from dome collapse,
explosion or blast, would be sudden-onset without an effective warning.

Using best estimate central values to typify key factors, simple quantitative
analysis indicates the probability of occurrence- without warning - of a
pyroclastic flow that is big enough to reach the jetty area at any time in the
next six months is about 1-in-1000 (actual result 1-in-900).
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There are uncertainties associated with these elicitation-based estimates, and this
important topic is considered below.

Occupational Risk Estimates
Based on information provided to the SAC by NDPRAC, operational working is assumed
as 8 hours per day, 3 days per week, i.e. 1/7th or 0.143 of total time. Therefore, the
probability of workers being present and some becoming casualties if a pyroclastic flow
occurs without warning is about 0.001 x 0.143 = 0.00014, or about 1-in-7,000 in the next
six months.
Given projected working hours at the Plymouth jetty operation, the probability
of one or more casualties due to sudden, dangerous volcanic activity in the
next six months is about 1-in-7,000.

For an individual worker at the jetty, this is equivalent to an annualized individual risk
(i.e. Individual Risk Per Annum, or IRPA) of about 1-in-3,500, i.e. under the current
condition of a volcanic pause and in the absence of an effective warning and time to
escape.
For any one truck driver (of the four) this equates to an Individual Risk Per Annum
(IRPA) of about 1-in-7,000, assuming that two drivers (in separate trucks) may be
rotating through the danger area at any one time.
Uncertainties
Following on from the preliminary analysis report, the spreads on the pooled expert
responses to the elicitation questions (see Appendix 2) have been used to quantify
uncertainty on the estimated probability of occurrence, without warning, of a pyroclastic
flow that could reach the jetty area at any time in the next six months. That uncertainty is
expressed, in odds terms, by two values which span a plausible range either side of the
central probability value:
1 in:
300 / 900 / 3000
In statistical terms, the outer two values (i.e. odds of 1-in-300, and 1-in-3000) determine
an approximate 90% credible interval around the central median odds of 1-in-900 (to
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avoid spurious precision, this latter estimate was rounded to 1-in-1,000 in the preliminary
report and above).
Thus, taking uncertainties into account, and assuming the current low level of volcanic
activity with no dome growth continues, the analysis suggests the odds of such an event
in the next six months could be as high as about 1-in-300, while at the other extreme they
could turn out to be about 1-in-3,000. However, our best estimate remains 1-in-900.
Corresponding uncertainties on individual occupational risk estimates for a jetty-based
worker can be calculated directly: plausible IRPA risk values range from 1-in-10,000, to
as high as 1-in-1000 (see Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2 Scale of occupational annual risk of death, specific for Montserrat,
general for UK. Red markers in the centre of the chart show IRPAs for a
worker at the jetty (larger marker) and for a truck driver (small marker); the
uncertainty range on the jetty worker exposure estimate is shown by upper
and lower horizontal cross-bars, denoting risk values spanning from 1-in10,000 to 1-in-1000.
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As shown in Fig. 2, in comparative numerical terms the IRPA values for a worker at the
jetty and for a truck driver are significantly higher than occupational risk levels in the UK
for extractive industry workers. The risk at the Plymouth jetty, due to volcanic hazards,
could be (within uncertainty limits) at least 2 times greater, and conceivably up to 20
times greater, than the exposure of extractive industry workers in the UK to general
operational risks; using the central value, the risk is about 6 times higher.
As a matter of record, other occupational risk levels from SAC14 and SAC15 reports are
indicated on Fig. 2 (right-hand ladder). However, some key assumptions14 in those
assessments differed from the present risk model, and thus present as significantly higher
occupational risk estimates for the Fox’s Bay, Belham and Plymouth localities.
Moreover, during the last nine months pyroclastic flow occurrences to the west and
northwest have been much reduced in number compared with 1 – 2 years ago (Appendix
1 Fig. 1).
If, in the next six months, there is resumption of lava extrusion then the present
analysis no longer applies and the risk should be reassessed in the light of the new
conditions.

Flow impact rapidity
We have also considered (question 4, Appendix 2) how quickly a sudden-onset
pyroclastic flow could impact the jetty area and the track from there to Lovers Lane, if
one were to occur without any clear and obvious precursory signals.
Elicited judgments on the shortest time that could elapse between the start of the event at
the volcano and the flow reaching areas where workers are present could be as little as
one-and-a-half minutes. In an extreme situation, for instance with a westerly-directed
energetic pyroclastic flow, similar in violence to that of 11 February 2010, the interval
could be one minute or even less.
Plausible reaction and escape times indicate that there would not be sufficient time for
workers to escape from the area, before the arrival of such a fast-starting and fast-moving
pyroclastic flow or surge from an event that happens without warning.

The jetty area and trucking trail could come under lethal threat from a suddenonset pyroclastic flow within as little as one to three minutes from the time the
flow begins.

14

e.g. in the SAC 14 assessment, the risk outlook included the possibility of continued jetty operations after
dome growth restart; that scenario is not considered in the present analysis.
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Appendix 1: Preliminary discussion document
Background
The lava dome at Soufriere Hills Volcano has sent material to the west down the Gages
Valley toward Plymouth several times during the eruption. In particular, during August
1997 (when Plymouth was first inundated by pyroclastic flows), December 2001,
December 2006, December 2008 and in January 2010. Access to Plymouth became much
more hazardous after late 2006 when the dome grew to such a height that it overtopped
the northern and western rims of English’s Crater. On 10 September 2006 the Gages Wall
vent developed on the rim of the crater and was, intermittently, the major source of gas
release, ash venting and minor fountain collapse pyroclastic flows up to October 2008.
By 28 December 2006 pyroclastic flows entered Gages valley as the crater rim was
overtopped by the dome. Since late 2006 there has always been a large mass of dome
lava above Gages Wall that we have considered a possible source of major dome collapse
pyroclastic flows and lateral blast-derived flows (in the event of a structural failure of
Gages Wall) that has been assessed routinely.
Since 2006, with the presence of the large dome above Gages, there have been numerous
pyroclastic flows to the west of the volcano that have threatened Plymouth (~ 4.6 km
from the dome) via Gages Valley. During extrusive Phases the largest such flows include:
Phase 3:
Several in late December 2006 – January 2007 reaching ~ 2 - 3 km, as far as Lee’s Yard.
Phase 4:
28 July 2008 pumice flow (4 km, within 200m of sea).
25 August 2008 b&a flow (3 km, upper Plymouth/Lees Yard).
3 December 2008 b&a flow (4.6 km to sea at Plymouth)
5 December 2008 pf (3.4 km)
10 December 2008 pf (3 events of 4 – 4.3 km runout)
17 December 2008 pf (3.4 and 4.5 km nearly reaches sea)
24 December 2008 pf (4.6 km into sea?)
30 December 2008 pf (3.4 km)
3 January 2009 column collapse pumice pf (2 x 4.6 km into sea; 1 x 3.4 km)
Phase 5:
8 January 2010 vulcanian explosion flow (east edge of Plymouth ~ 3km)
20 January 2010 b&a flows (reach sea via Aymers Ghaut)
5 February 2010 vulcanian explosion flow (500m over sea via Aymers Ghaut).
During non-extrusive pauses throughout the eruption there have been fewer, smaller
pyroclastic flows produced. Since the end of Phase 5 (11 Feb. 2010) there have been 41
small rockfalls and pyroclastic flows to the west. The maximum runout of these events is
just over 2 km, though the majority are much less than that (Table 1). The minimum
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volume threshold of these recorded events is about 1000 m3 and the largest is < 100,000
m3. All of these have gone in the direction of Spring Ghaut and none toward Fort Ghaut.
Table 1: Runouts of PFs on the West flank since 12 February 2010
Runout (km)
0-0.9
1-1.9
2.0-2.5

Count
6
28
7

There has been one PF to the west since January 2011 (See Fig. 1). This event had a
runout of less than 1 km.

Fig 1 Documented pyroclastic flows to the west, since Feb 2010
The source for all of the PFs and rockfalls on the West flank has been an area of
overhanging dome rock at an elevation of about 900 m. Each rockfall/PF progressively
removed various parts of this overhang. Volumes for these events have been on the order
of 104 - 105 m3.
There is some evidence that there is a greater propensity for pyroclastic flow generation
during pauses during the “wet season”. However, the low number of events over the last
20 months is despite considerable rainfall and numerous lahars, particularly in the last 3
months. In addition, none of the last 5 PFs travelled more than 1.5 km.
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Hazards
1.

2.
3.
4.

Pyroclastic flow/surge reaching jetty/ship/truck during
(i)
Gravitational collapse of part of dome generating pf.
(ii)
Vulcanian explosion with fountain collapse pf.
(iii) Partial dome collapse and lateral blast.
Pyroclastic fall during Vulcanian explosion.
Lahars involving trucks in Belham Valley or on Plymouth fan.
Gas exposure.

Here we only concern ourselves with hazards in 1, above.

Real and Simulated Pyroclastic Flows
We know from the field measured volumes of flows in Phases 4 and 5 that reached the
sea or near to it at Plymouth that individual collapse volumes of ~1-2 M m3 are required.
Pumice flows and block and ash flows of this size have taken between 100 and 270
seconds to reach the coast. The time available to respond (by a worker) can also be
effectively reduced by cloud obscuring the advancing flow and the isolation of an
individual truck driver from outside events.
The source of any such collapses is the western side of the dome which is one of the
largest experienced in the whole eruption, with a summit elevation of 1083 m asl. (Fig.2).
It is limited to the east by the collapse crater formed on 11 February 2010 ~ 250 m to the
east of the western side, by the N-S length of Gages Wall (~ 350 m) and by the height
above the base level of the Gages Wall at ~ 800 m asl (~280 m). A collapse volume of 1
M m3 (e.g. cube equivalent of ~100x100x100 m) can readily be sourced from this
potential collapse mass.
The issue of a maximum collapse volume that could be channelled into the Gage’s Valley
is less easy to determine. For larger/higher collapse masses material will also descend
Tyer’s and Spring Ghauts and perhaps also collapse to the north, as well as entering
Gages Valley. Although there is a potential collapse source volume of the order of 10 M
m3, a more likely maximum realisable volume is thought to be ~ 5 M m3. Even a source
volume of 5 M m3 (cube equivalent of ~170x 170 x170 m) could extend a large fraction
into the remaining mass between the 11 February 2010 collapse scar and the western
face, depending on the actual geometry, and will also expose higher pressure rocks
capable of greater mobility.
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Fig.2 Potential collapse source into Gages Valley (to the right), seen from MVO.
From a hazard elicitation perspective we use a flow volume of 1 M m3 as a threshold
value for an event that could threaten the workers at the jetty. We will assess the risks
posed by other magnitude events in our fuller study at SAC16.
Titan2D simulation results
Fig.3 shows two sets of simulated pf deposits with 1 and 5 M m3 volumes, with 7 and 5
degrees of basal friction, and 25 degrees of internal friction (equivalent to the block and
ash flow component and surge component results respectively presented at SAC15)
thresholded at a minimum thickness of 0.3 m. The 5 M m3 surge component indundates
the Plymouth coastline whilst the 1 M m3 reaches to within a few hundred metres of the
jetty.
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Fig.3 Titan-2D simulations of pyroclastic flows towards Plymouth jetty.

Working Scenario
Total period = 6 months
Daily working = 8 hours (Monday-Friday) 1-3 days/week
Personnel: 1 each in 4 trucks; 2 in 1 barge, 4 in 1 tug; 2 in 1 police launch.
Given suitable warning (at least 15 minutes) the evacuation method for truck drivers
would be to drive north towards the Belham Valley and for the ship workers to evacuate
via the police launch.

Hazard Scenarios
The main factor influencing hazard is whether the volcano is extruding lava or not. In the
5 years since October 2006 (when the current state of perceived threat to Plymouth
reached its current high level) the volcano has been extruding lava for a total of about 12
months and not extruding lava for about 48 months. During those 12 extrusive months
there were a total of about 17 events that generated pyroclastic flows with runouts greater
than about 3 km towards the west.
Each of these flows would be considered a threat to anyone at the jetty. Hence working at
the jetty when the dome is actively extruding lava is far too hazardous and will not be
considered further here. However, this rate of 1.4/month (17/12) for jetty-threatening
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events if magma is involved does give an indicative likelihood in the event of a re-start of
extrusion.
During the current, non-extruding state, the dome has produced no pyroclastic flows to
the west that have exceeded half the distance to the jetty over a period four times as long
as it has extruding. This suggests that the dome morphology without eruptive forcing is
resistant to moderate and large volume (> 0.1 Mm3) gravitational collapses. But there
must be a small probability of a larger collapse of this kind.
There have been large collapses, mostly unheralded, of the dome during pauses in
extrusion (e.g. 3 July, 5 November, 12 November 1998, 20 July 1999 and 3 March 2004),
but these have involved material moving harmlessly to the east down Tar River Valley.
We have the evidence of the 41 westerly collapse events (Table 1) since February 2010
ranging in volume from ~1000 to ~100,000 m3. We need to assess the likelihood of a ~
0.1 – 1 M m3 event capable of reaching the jetty using these observations together with an
estimate of the probability of the largest possible collapse.
Given that the current state is paused, under what conditions would a re-start of lava
extrusion/magma rise initiate a pyroclastic flow-generating event with no precursory
signals to enable MVO to alert the workers and for them to evacuate in time? The
likelihood of precursory seismicity lasting a few hours for an initial Vulcanian explosion
is high.
In the event of a re-start in lava extrusion we would re-assess the hazards.
SAC/MVO
13 Oct. 2011
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Appendix 2: Elicitation questions and responses
Following circulation of the discussion document (Appendix 1), twelve hazard- and risk
related questions were put to SAC members and MVO staff in a structured elicitation.
Responses were obtained from seven scientists, and processed using the EXCALIBUR
package, providing the following outcomes.
1. What minimum (DRE) volume of a pyroclastic flow/surge should be used as a low-end
anchor for calculating risk levels due to flows, i.e. the size that is capable of reaching to
within a few hundred metres of the Plymouth jetty?
5%ile
0.01 Mm3

50%ile
0.4 Mm3

95%ile
1.9 Mm3

2a. What is the (DRE) volume of the largest pyroclastic flow that could be sent to the
west in the next six months,
5%ile
0.4 Mm3

50%ile
8.8 Mm3

95%ile
18 Mm3

2b. and what is its probability (%) of occurrence in next six months?
5%ile
50%ile
95%ile
0.0001
0.008
2.1
________________________________________________________________________
3. Given a continued pause in lava extrusion, what are the relative probabilities of a
pyroclastic flow reaching at least as far as within a few hundred metres of the jetty within
the next 6 months in each of the following scenarios (with probabilities expressed as
percentages)15:
a. Collapse of a portion of the lava dome occurring WITHOUT sufficient precursors to
effect a warning?
5%ile
0.001

50%ile
0.1

95%ile
4.2

c. A Vulcanian explosion occurring WITHOUT sufficient precursors to effect a warning?
5%ile

50%ile

95%ile

15

n.b. Questions 3b, 3d and 3f concerned certain warning circumstances, but are not used in the risk
assessment.
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0.0001

0.002

2.2

e. Collapse of a portion of the existing dome with a lateral blast WITHOUT sufficient
precursors to effect a warning?
5%ile
0.00001

50%ile
0.002

95%ile
0.08

_______________________________________________________________________
4. Given a significant pyroclastic flow that travels to the coast in the vicinity of Plymouth
jetty, what is your estimate of the minimum elapsed time (minutes) from onset at the
volcano to reaching the coast, in each of the following scenarios:
a. In a collapse of a portion of the lava dome that occurs WITHOUT sufficient
precursors to effect a warning?
5%ile
1.4

50%ile
2.1

95%ile
3.7

b. In a Vulcanian explosion occurring WITHOUT sufficient precursors to effect a
warning?
5%ile
50%ile
95%ile
1.2
2.4
4.1
c. From a collapse of a portion of the existing dome with a lateral blast WITHOUT
sufficient precursors to effect a warning?
5%ile
0.6
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Appendix 3 Empirical model for flow occurrence rates
The jetty worker risk exposure findings, presented in the main part of this report, are
based on expert elicitation of relevant parameters about patterns of flow occurrences,
guided by observational data from the volcano (Appendix 2). The elicitation approach
allows the experts to take into account such experience data from the past, but to vary its
characterization in line with expectations for possible future patterns.
This appendix explores, as a form of consistency check, what those observational data
suggest when used as the primary basis for indicating future risk levels. Where relevant
in this analysis, flow volumes and corresponding frequencies of occurrence are defined as
ranges by reference to relevant uncertainties in the elicitation findings. Thus three
plausible maximal flow volumes and their associated probability of occurrence are taken
from Appendix 2 elicitation findings, and interpolated to the exceedance base-rate for
flows of any size above minimal (0.01 million cubic metres).
This produces three relationships between flow size and probability of exceedance. The
upper curve is selected here, being more precautionary for hazard estimation. Intercepts
on this line - for three values that represent a plausible range for the jetty-impacting
“threshold flow” volume - show the corresponding probability of exceedance as a
function of volume.
The median and upper bound volume values for the threshold flow are taken directly
from the elicitation findings (Appendix 2); the lower bound volume is chosen by
reference to model results rather than the elicitation outcome, which is judged to have
produced an unrealistically small lower-bound volume for reaching the jetty. In this way
additional empirical control is applied to the model – such small volume flows are more
frequent and if used uncritically as the threshold could inflate the hazard estimate.
The consequence of applying these empirical constraints in an alternative risk model
(“power-law”) provides the following ranges for the probability of a flow to jetty vicinity
(at or above threshold volume), and can be compared with those produced by the expert
elicitation approach:
No warning event
Any event
odds 1 in:
odds 1 in:
Elicited
300 / 900 / 3000
125 / 415 / 1300
Power-law
220 / 1750 / 12500
140 / 655 / 2500
where, in all four cases, the outer two values define an approximate 90% credible interval
for uncertainty about the central median value.
Thus, the empirical model, based on recent patterns of flow activity and an assumed sizefrequency relationship, suggests a slightly lower level of risk exposure for jetty workers.
This additional analysis of pertinent volcanological information lends support to the view
that the findings provided by the expert elicitation are reasonably appropriate for the
current low-level volcanic conditions and assumed working circumstances.
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Fig. A3.1 Plot showing the method of estimating the probability of the
threshold volume for a pyroclastic flow that has no effective precursory
warning reaching the jetty in the next 6 months. For a consistency analysis,
the range of probabilities for three indicative minimum flow volumes that
could represent thresholds for reaching the jetty (i.e. 0.1; 0.4; and 9 million
cubic metres) are estimated by interpolation on the upper power-law
relation (thick black line) between corresponding probabilities for the two
end-member flow sizes (i.e. ~18 million maximum, and 1,000 cubic metres
as base rate).
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Appendix 4: Elicitation results for hazard scenarios
Q1. GIVEN what has happened up to the present and GIVEN current conditions, what is
the probability that at least one of the criteria for continuing activity will be
sustained over the next 12 months.

Credible interval
lower bound

Best estimate

Credible interval
upper bound

SAC 16

51%

95%

99.99%

SAC 15*

0.1%*

8%*

45%*

_____________________________________________________________________
2a. GIVEN what has happened up to the present and GIVEN current conditions, what is
the probability that nothing significant will happen (i.e. no collapse, no restart of dome
growth, no magmatic explosion > 0.1x ref) in the next 12 months.

SAC 16
SAC 15

Credible interval lower
bound
1%

Best
estimate
30%

3%

30%

Credible interval upper
bound
73%
62%

2b. GIVEN current conditions, what is the probability that within the next year the first
significant development will be a resumption of lava extrusion.

SAC 16
SAC 15

Credible interval lower
bound
6%

Best estimate
43%

7%

36%

Credible interval upper
bound
78%
74%

2c. GIVEN current conditions, what is the probability that in the next year the first
significant activity will be collapse of the dome (e.g. to Tar River or the south, but not to
W, NW) which takes away the bulk of the remaining dome harmlessly (if HLS restrictions
are observed):

SAC 16
SAC 15

Credible interval lower
bound
0.01%

Best estimate
2%

0.1%

3%

Credible interval upper
bound
28%
30%

2d. GIVEN current conditions, what is the probability that within the next year the first
significant event will be another major dome collapse with sufficient material avalanching
towards the NE (Trants/Bramble) that it would reach the sea (available volume ~ 10’s
M m3):

SAC 16
SAC 15

Credible interval lower
bound
0.01%

Best estimate
1%

0.3%

3%

Credible interval upper
bound
25%
41%

2e. GIVEN current conditions, what is the probability that within next year the first
significant event will be a major dome collapse event - without blast - involving enough
material avalanching to the NW (Tyre’s/Belham) to generate a flow/surge runout to
reach ~ Happy Hill:

1

SAC 16
SAC 15

Credible interval lower
bound
0.002%

0.2%

Credible interval upper
bound
12%

2%

14%

Best estimate

0.05%

2f. GIVEN current conditions, what is the probability that within next year the first
significant event will be a major dome collapse event - without a blast - involving
enough material avalanching to W through Gage’s to generate a flow/surge runout to
reach close to or beyond ~Dagenham?:

SAC 16
SAC 15

Credible interval lower
bound
0.05%

1%

Credible interval upper
bound
24%

10%

40%

Best estimate

0.6%

2g. GIVEN current conditions, what is the probability that within next year the first
significant event will be a major dome disruption event - with an associated blast involving enough material avalanching to the NW (Tyre’s/Belham) to generate a
flow/surge runout to reach ~Happy Hill:

SAC 16
SAC 15

Credible interval lower
bound
0%

Best estimate
0.03%

0%

0.1%

Credible interval upper
bound
3%
3%

2h. GIVEN current conditions, what is the probability that within next year the first
significant activity will be a major dome disruption event involving enough material
avalanching to the W (Gage’s), with lateral blast, such that the flow/surge would reach
to or beyond ~Dagenham:

SAC 16
SAC 15

Credible interval lower
bound
0.0002%

Best estimate
0.03%

0%

0.3%

Credible interval upper
bound
3%
10%

2i. GIVEN current conditions, what is the probability that the first significant event will
be a vertical explosion of 0.1x reference size or greater (with limited associated dome
disruption):

SAC 16
SAC 15

Credible interval lower
bound
0.5%

Best estimate
24%

0.7%

15%

Credible interval upper
bound
68%
60%

3. GIVEN a resumption of lava extrusion what is the probability that it will be
part of a “long duration” pattern?

SAC 16
SAC 15

Credible interval lower
bound
15%

Best estimate
44%

5.5%

30%

2

Credible interval upper
bound
81%
67%

3b. GIVEN a resumption of lava extrusion, what is the probability it will follow the
short-sharp episodic on-off extrusion pattern, similar to Phases 4 & 5

SAC 16
SAC 15

Credible interval lower
bound
16%

Best estimate
56%

2.5%

69%

Credible interval upper
bound
83%
94%

6. GIVEN magma extrusion resumes within the next year, what will be the
monthly average extrusion rate (in cu m/sec)?

Long (Q3a)
Short (Q3b)
SAC 15

Credible interval lower
bound
0.3
0.3

Best estimate
4.2
6.9

1.4

6.2

Credible interval upper
bound
12.6
18.8
14.4

7. IF activity resumes, what is the probability of experiencing 9 million cu m (3x
reference; twice 8 January) explosion(s) or greater in next year?

SAC 16

Credible interval lower
bound
0.006%

SAC 15

0.0002%

Best estimate
0.6%
0.5%

3

Credible interval upper
bound
12%
23%

Appendix 5: Agenda SAC16

14-16 November 2011

1.
2.
3.
4.

June and October 2011 ‘meetings’, this meeting, public broadcast
Format of the SAC Reports
MVO Activity Report
Volcanic system models
Petrology constraints, GPS-based models, Cycle models
5. End-of-eruption criteria
6. Pyroclastic flows towards Plymouth
Titan2D/Pyroflow
7. Lateral blast hazards to the northwest
8. Uncertainties in models/scenarios
9. One-year hazard scenarios elicitation
10. Risks in the Hazard Zones
Pressure for access to Exclusion Zone
C: Cork Hill–Richmond Hill
B: Old Towne-Belham
A: Olveston-Salem
F: Corbett Spring-Locust Valley
11. Work/Visit
Plymouth jetty
Belham crossing sand mining
Trants (state of deposits)
12. Maritime exclusion zone
13. MVO Matters
Helicopter
Monitoring
Collaboration
Hazard Level System
Outreach
SAC Matters
Membership
Next meeting
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Appendix 7: SAC16 Preliminary Statement, 16 November 2011

It is now 21 months since lava was last extruded at the volcano, the longest pause
since the eruption began in 1995. The large lava dome remains in place, with
occasional rockfalls that can generate small pyroclastic flows. Hot gases escape from
the dome through cracks at a number of locations that have remained constant
throughout the pause. However, there has been no evidence of new magma reaching a
shallow level.
Whilst surface activity has been very low, MVO monitoring indicates that the system
that feeds the volcano at depth remains active. Occasional small earthquakes detected
beneath the dome show evidence of the release of stress at a low rate, similar to that
seen in previous pauses. The rate of emission of sulphur dioxide and the gradual
inflation of the island since lava extrusion stopped in February 2010 are consistent
with magma continuing to accumulate deep beneath the volcano. This does not mean
that renewed lava extrusion or explosion are inevitable, rather that the volcano
remains capable of doing so. After this length of pause it is likely that extrusion of
new lava would be preceded by precursory activity. However, this could be brief.
The hazard from pyroclastic flows and surges in the lower Belham Valley is judged to
have declined. The decision to lower the Hazard Level is in line with this assessment.
However, renewed activity could increase the hazard markedly. Last month, on
request from NDPRAC, we undertook a preliminary risk assessment of the volcanic
hazard associated with proposed sand export operations at Plymouth jetty. Having
reviewed that analysis the findings of the preliminary assessment stand.
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Appendix 8: Glossary of Terms
Andesite: The name given to the type of magma erupted in Montserrat.
Basalt: The type of magma entering the magma reservoir below Montserrat.
cGPS: Continuously-measured Global Positioning System for repeated measurement
of ground deformation.
Conduit: In a volcano magma flows to the earth’s surface along a pathway known as
a conduit. The conduit is usually thought to be a cylindrical tube or a long
fracture.
Dyke: Vertical, tabular body of magma within a fracture below the volcano that can
act as the conduit for flow to the surface.
EDM: Electronic Distance Measurements made by laser ranging to reflectors gives
length changes of a few millimetres accuracy over several kilometres.
Fumarole: A vent in the surface of the dome where hot gases exit.
Hybrid/LP Seismicity: Varieties of earthquake signal often indicative of magma
motion in the upper part of the conduit.
Lava: Once magma gets to earth’s surface and extrudes it can be called lava. Below
ground it is always called magma.
Lateral Blast: An energetic sideways-directed explosion from a lava dome that can
generate highly fluid pyroclastic flows.
Lidar: A laser-based surveying tool that measures the distance to surfaces using
pulses of light.
Magma: The material that erupts in a volcano is known as magma. It is not simply a
liquid, but a mixture of liquid, crystals and volcanic gases. Magma must contain
enough liquid to be able to flow.
Magnitude: The magnitude of an explosive eruption is the total mass of material
erupted.
Mudflow: A flow of rock debris, ash and mud that occurs on many volcanoes
particularly during eruptions and after very heavy rain (equivalent to “lahar”).
Pyroclastic flow: These are flows of volcanic fragments similar to avalanches of rock
in landslides and snow avalanches. They can be formed both by explosions and by
parts of an unstable lava dome avalanching.
Pyroclastic surge: These are also flows, but they are dilute clouds rather than dense
avalanches. A surge is a rapidly moving mixture of hot particles and hot gas and
their behaviour can be compared to a very severe hurricane. Surges can be formed
above pyroclastic flows or directly by very violent explosions.
Simulation: Use of a computer program to mimic (or model) the behaviour of a
physical process.
Swarm: A large number of, in this case, earthquakes occurring in rapid succession
with characteristics indicating they are generated from a similar region in the
earth. Can merge into tremor.
Talus: A pile of cool lava blocks and ash that accumulate by rockfall around the core
of the hot lava dome.
Volcanic ash: Ash particles are defined as less than 4 millimetres in diameter.
Respirable ash consists of particles less than 10 microns (a micron is one
thousandth of a millimetre) in diameter.
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Appendix 9: Modified Chief Medical Officer’s Risk Scale (CMO*)
Negligible (F): an adverse event occurring at a frequency below one per million.
This would be of little concern for ordinary living if the issue was an
environmental one, or the consequence of a health care intervention. It should be
noted, however, that this does not mean that the event is not important – it almost
certainly will be to the individual – nor that it is not possible to reduce the risk
even further. Other words which can be used in this context are ‘remote’ or
‘insignificant’. If the word ‘safe’ is to be used it must be seen to mean negligible,
but should not import no, or zero, risk.
Minimal (E): a risk of an adverse event occurring in the range of between one in a
million and one in 100,000, and that the conduct of normal life is not generally
affected as long as reasonable precautions are taken. The possibility of a risk is
thus clearly noted and could be described as ‘acceptable’ or ‘very small’. But
what is acceptable to one individual may not be to another.
Very low (D): a risk of between one in 100,000 and one in 10,000, and thus begins to
describe an event, or a consequence of a health care procedure, occurring more
frequently.
Low (C): a risk of between one in 10,000 and one in 1,000. Once again this would fit
into many clinical procedures and environmental hazards. Other words which
might be used include ‘reasonable’, ‘tolerable’ and ‘small’. Many risks fall into
this very broad category.
Moderate (B): a risk of between one in 1,000 and one in 100. It would cover a wide
range of procedures, treatment and environmental events.
High (A): fairly regular events that would occur at a rate greater than one in 100.
They may also be described as ‘frequent’, ‘significant’ or ‘serious’. It may be
appropriate further to subdivide this category.
Unknown: when the level of risk is unknown or unquantifiable. This is not
uncommon in the early stages of an environmental concern or the beginning of a
newly recognised disease process (such as the beginning of the HIV epidemic).
Reference: On the State of Public Health: the Annual Report of the Chief Medical
Officer of the Department of Health for the Year 1995. London: HMSO, 1996.
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Appendix 10 Limitations of Risk Assessment
A1.1

It should be recognised that there are generic limitations to risk
assessments of this kind. The present exercise has been a relatively
quick assessment, based on a limited amount of field and observatory
information and on a brief review of previous research material. The
Foreign & Commonwealth Office, who commissioned the assessment,
allocated three days for the formal meeting. Thus the assessment has
been undertaken subject to constraints imposed in respect of time and
cost allowed for the performance of the work.

A1.2

While the outcome of the assessment relies heavily on the judgement
and experience of the Committee in evaluating conditions at the
volcano and its eruptive behaviour, key decisions were made with the
use of a structured opinion elicitation methodology16, by which means
the views of the Committee as a whole were synthesised impartially.

A1.3

It is important to be mindful of the intrinsic unpredictability of
volcanoes, the inherent uncertainties in the scientific knowledge of
their behaviour, and the implications of this uncertainty for
probabilistic forecasting and decision-making. There are a number of
sources of uncertainty, including:
Fundamental randomness in the processes that drive volcanoes
into eruption, and in the nature and intensities of those
eruptions.
• Uncertainties in our understanding of the behaviour of complex
volcano systems and eruption processes (for example, the
relationships between pyroclastic flow length, channel
conditions and topography, and the physics of pyroclastic flows
and surges).
• Data and observational uncertainties (e.g. incomplete
knowledge of the actual channel and interfluve topography and
conditions, material properties inside pyroclastic currents, the
uncertain nature of future eruption intensities, dome collapse
geometries and volumes etc).
• Simulation uncertainties, arising from limitations or
simplifications involved in modelling techniques, and the
choices of input parameters.
•

A1.4

16

These are all factors that are present when contemplating future
hazards of any kind in the Earth sciences (e.g. earthquakes, hurricanes,
floods etc.) and, in such circumstances, it is conventional to consider
the chance of occurrence of such events in probabilistic terms.
Volcanic activity is no different. There is, however, a further generic
condition that must be understood by anyone using this report, which
concerns the concept of validation, verification or confirmation of a
hazard assessment model (or the converse, attempts to demonstrate

Cooke R.M., Experts in Uncertainty. Oxford University Press; 1991.
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agreement or failure between observations and predicted outcomes).
The fact is that such validation, verification or confirmation is logically
precluded on non-uniqueness grounds for numerical or probabilistic
models of natural systems, an exclusion that has been explicitly stated
in the particular context of natural hazards models17.
A1.5

This report may contain certain "forward-looking statements" with
respect to the contributors’ expectations relating to the future
behaviour of the volcano. Statements containing the words "believe",
"expect" and "anticipate", and words of similar meaning, are forwardlooking and, by their nature, all forward-looking statements involve
uncertainty because they relate to future events and circumstances
most of which are beyond anyone's control. Such future events may
result in changes to assumptions used for assessing hazards and risks
and, as a consequence, actual future outcomes may differ materially
from the expectations set forth in forward-looking statements in this
report. The contributors undertake no obligation to update the
forward-looking statements contained in this report.

A1.6

Given all these factors, the Committee members believe that they have
acted honestly and in good faith, and that the information provided in
the report is offered, without prejudice, for the purpose of informing
the party commissioning the study of the risks that might arise in the
near future from volcanic activity in Montserrat. However, the state
of the art is such that no technical assessment of this kind can eliminate
uncertainties such as, but not limited to, those discussed above. Thus,
for the avoidance of doubt, nothing contained in this report shall be
construed as representing an express or implied warranty or guarantee
on the part of the contributors to the report as to its fitness for purpose
or suitability for use, and the commissioning party must assume full
responsibility for decisions in this regard. The Committee accepts no
responsibility or liability, jointly or severally, for any decisions or
actions taken by HMG, GoM, or others, directly or indirectly resulting
from, arising out of, or influenced by the information provided in this
report, nor do they accept any responsibility or liability to any third
party in any way whatsoever. The responsibility of the contributors is
restricted solely to the rectification of factual errors.

A1.7

This appendix must be read as part of the whole Report.

17

Oreskes, N., Schrader-Frechette, K. and Belitz, K., 1994. Verification, validation, and confirmation
of numerical models in the Earth Sciences. Science, 263: 641-646.
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